I. Choose the suitable word to complete the sentences

1. There were several expensive clothes hanging in the ……………………………………………………………[ cupboard – stove and oven – bookshelf – wardrobe]
2. Let’s go ……………………………………………… and sit in the sun. [ to – inside – outside – over ]
3. Mrs. Van called when Mr. Nam was out, so she ……………………………………….. a message for him. [ left – took – leave – get ]
4. We can see a lot of famous paintings in this ………………………………………………………………….……..[ service – invention – demonstration – exhibition ]
5. ……………………………………………..… is telephone which is available for people in general use. [ Publish telephone – Mobile phone – Telephone directory – Answering phone ]
6. Lan is very shy but her sister is ………………………………… [ outgoing – kind – reserved – generous ]
7. You must …………………………………………… electrical sockets so that children can’t put anything into them. [ rub – cover – feed – empty ]
8. What does she look …………………………….? – Oh, she is beautiful. [ for – after – at – like ]
9. Long time ago many people …………………………………………………………………… experiments on animals. [ conducted – invented – demonstrated – transmitted]
10. Would you like to see a movie tonight? - ……………………………………… [ Yes, I would love – No, I wouldn’t – Sorry, I can't – Yes, I like it ]

II. Use the correct verb form or tense of the verb given to complete each sentence

11. The child spends all day playing with a yo-yo. [ play ]
12. My friend, Thanh usually catches the 6.00 bus to school. [ catch ]
13. Nga bought a new novel yesterday. She is going to read it tonight. [ read ]
14. She is lucky to have a lot of friends. [ have ]

III. Use the correct form of the word given to complete each sentence

15. Each year, fire injures children because someone plays with matches. [ injury ]
16. We should learn to use electricity safely [ safe ]
17. They discussed and finally reached an agreement [ agree ]
18. An orphanage is a home for children whose parents are dead. [ orphan ]
19. This river is very dangerous for swimmer. [ danger ]
20. Countless people gathered in front of the movie theater. [ Count ]

IV. Choose the underlined word or phrase that needs correcting

21. I strongly believe that friends play an important role in our life. C
   A  B  C  D
22. Nam’s sister often looks at himself in the mirror.. D
   A  B  C  D
V. Choose the best answer to complete the passage

Alexander Graham Bell was born (23) ................................................ March 3\textsuperscript{rd} 1847, in Scotland, but when he was a young man of twenty – three he (24) ...................................... with his parents to Canada. Before the year was over, young Graham had left his family and gone to Boston. Though Bell was a dreamer, he was also a practical thinker and a man of (25) ........................................... In Boston, where he worked day by day as a teacher of the (26) ........................................., he worked far into the night (27)................................. with the electrical transmission of the (28) .................................This led to the invention of the telephone.

23. A. on  B. in  C. at  D. from
24. A. leaves  B. emigration  C. gone  D. moved
25. A. action  B. actor  C. actress  D. activity
27. A. conducting  B. experimenting  C. demonstrating  D. inventing
28. A. device  B. invention  C. sound  D. time

VI. Read the passage and decide if the following sentences are TRUE or FALSE

In the home, you must keep matches, lighters and candles out of the reach of children. You must have a smoke detector on each floor, and test them monthly.

In the kitchen, you must keep sharp knives, scissors, hot meals and drinks out of reach of children. You must keep children out of the kitchen during cooking.

In the bathroom, you must check the bath water temperature before children get in, and always run the cold water first before adding the hot.

In the bedroom, you must keep furniture away from the windows, to make sure children do not climb up and fall out of open windows.

29. False. The passage is about the safety precautions in school.
30. False. A kitchen is a suitable place for children to play.
31. False. You must check the bath water temperature when children get out of the bathroom.
32. True. It is unsafe to put furniture near the windows of the bedroom.

VII. Rewrite the following sentence beginning with the word given

33. Mr. Pike does not intend to rebuild that house next month.
   ⇒ Mr. Pike is not going to rebuild that house next month.

34. This little boy can’t drive a motorbike because he is too young.
   ⇒ This little boy isn’t old enough to drive a motorbike.

35. The window is on the right side of the room.
   ⇒ On the right of the room, there is a window.

36. When she is free, she loves watching cartoons.
   ⇒ She is fond of watching cartoons when she is free.
***THE END***